WILL
"AROUSE YOUR SOCKS OFF"
- Village Voice

"ENGAGING"
- TheaterMania

"HILARIOUS"
- Broadway World
THE ACCIDENTAL PERVERT is the hit, laugh-out-loud Off-Broadway show, now in its 8th year running in NYC. Let acclaimed comedian and author Andrew Goffman take you on a whirlwind tour of his hilariously awkward romance with magazines, videos, and off-color daydreams that will leave you rolling in the aisles.

Our story begins in 1969, appropriately enough, and not too far from intercourse... about 7 miles away, to be exact, in Blue Ball, PA. Andrew is an average boy, living a regular suburban life (would you believe the street he grew up on was called Woodcock Lane?!?). When Andrew's parents divorce, he stumbles upon a box containing his Dad’s collection of dirty videos, hidden away in a bedroom closet. This accidental find leaves him with a wickedly funny, albeit distorted, view of women and sexuality, as he struggles to find the balance between fantasy and reality. The images color the way he sees the world, and this early exposure to pornography, that he and so many young men have, affects his relationships with members of the opposite sex for a long time to come.

But it's not all laughs in this coming of age story, which ends on a touching moment of redemption as our beloved Pervert finds true love and perspective through real-life relationships. Andrew falls in love, gets married, and as fate would have it, becomes a father... to a baby girl!

The Accidental Pervert follows in the successful footsteps of such well-traveled shows as Defending the Caveman and The Vagina Monologues. The show continues to receive positive notices in the press and on audience review sites, as it celebrates a long run in the competitive NYC market. Additionally, it has enjoyed award-winning runs in Argentina, Malta, Panama, successful productions in Switzerland & Norway, Germany, Australia, Ireland, Croatia and upcoming runs in Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina in 2018.
THE ACCIDENTAL PERVERT WORLDWIDE

One of the greatest things about The Accidental Pervert is, not only is it funny, it is universally funny! The story, its humor and its message hold up to translation into any language or any location. Since 2012, successful productions have launched all over the world to rave reviews, awards, and sold out houses!

ARGENTINA (2012-2013)
Starring "Cabito" (Eduardo Massa Alcantara), comedian, TV and radio star. The play premiered to sold out houses at the ND Theater in Buenos Aires' Cultural Center before touring nationwide.

PANAMA (2013)
Winner for Best Theatrical Comedy
In 2013, The Accidental Pervert made its way to Panama City's La Quarda Theatre, starring renown actor Aaron Zebede, featured in films alongside Robert De Niro, Benicio Del Toro, and Usher.

AUSTRALIA (2016)
Gearing up for run at the Adelaide Fringe, the second largest festival in the world with 1000 shows in over four weeks.

NORWAY (2015-2016)
Opening at Kristiansand’s 700 seat Kilden Theatre before heading to Oslo's prestigious Christiania Theatre (currently running Disney's Beauty and the Beast, 613 seats).

ESTONIA (2016)
Opening in Viljandi, the capital of Viljandi County, Estonia in 2016

IRELAND (2016)
Headed for The Metropolitan Arts Center Theater in Belfast, United Kingdom

SWITZERLAND (2014-2015)
For its European Premier, The Accidental Pervert opened in Zurich in October, 2014. Pervert played by television personality Beat Schlatter

CROATIA (2017)
Opening in the Joza Ivakic' Theater, in the town of Vinkovci, with renown actor Vladimir Andric' and Goran Grgic taking directorial reins.

BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA (2017/2018)
Opening in Bosnia, fall of 2017 and then the Pervert makes its way to the artistically vibrant Herzegovina with an exciting celebrity playing the lead!

SERBIA (2017)
Starring Serbia’s favorite comedian and television star, name and venue to be announced in press soon!

MALTA (2014)
Starring funny man Malcoml Galea with the esteemed Marc Cabourdin holding the directorial reins, The Pervert won over audiences at the TAC Theatre in St. James

IN 2013, The Accidental Pervert made its way to Panama City's La Quarda Theatre, starring renown actor Aaron Zebede, featured in films alongside Robert De Niro, Benicio Del Toro, and Usher.
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TESTIMONIALS

“A huge hit with the Spanish speaking crowds. Great humor and a great message.”
- CARLOS TRONCOSO
Producer - Pervertido por Accidente - Argentina

“It was our pleasure to present The Accidental Pervert in Panama. It was very well received by audiences here and got big laughs. It also won Best Theatrical Comedy of 2013! It’s hilarious, a winner in every way!”
- RICARDO DORMOI
Producer - Pervertido por Accidente - Panama

“Funny! It thrilled audiences.”
- MARC CARBOUDIN
Producer - The Accidental Pervert - Malta

“Sold Out in Switzerland! On to Germany!”
- PASCAL ULLI
Producer - Pornosuchtig - Switzerland

TheAccidentalPervert.com
info@TheAccidentalPervert.com | (888) 273-8668
In 2012, The Accidental Pervert was picked up in Argentina for a localized production in Spanish, starring comedian and TV personality “Cabito” (Eduardo Alcantara). Renamed “Pervertido por Accidente”, it premiered in November at the 700-seat ND Theater in the heart of Buenos Aires. After a successful run the show toured nationwide, including productions at Teatro Sha, Helios, Nini Marshall, Teatro Maipu, Teatro Munici- pal Lujan, Sociedad Italiana and La Moreno.

Following the success in Argentina, The Accidental Pervert was subsequently licensed for dates in Panama City, Panama in early 2013, where it was awarded Best Theatrical Comedy for 2013. Playing at the 100-seat La Quadra Theatre, the lead role went to renowned actor Aaron Zebede, who will be featured alongside Robert De Niro, Usher and Benicio Del Toro in the upcoming film “Hands of Stone”.

In 2014, The Accidental Pervert secured multiple productions throughout Europe. TAC Theatre licensed the play in Malta, where it ran at the St James Cavalier Theater in Valletta, starring Malcolm Galea, with Marc Cabourdin holding the directorial reins. October 2014 has seen the Swiss debut at Theater Stok in Zurich, starring actor-comedian Beat Schlatter.

In one of its biggest licensing deals so far, The Accidental Pervert performed in Norway in 2015, playing at the 700-seat Kilden Theater in Kristiansand and the prestigious Christiana Theater in Oslo (currently running Disney's Beauty and the Beast, 613 seats).

Mountings of The Accidental Pervert now can be seen in Australian, Ireland, Germany, Estonia, and Croatia. Upcoming runs with celebrities playing the role of the Pervert are highly awaited for 2018 in Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina.

Coming up, The Accidental Pervert is proud to announce a multitude of worldwide licensing deals on the horizon. Become apart of the Pervert hysteria and mount a production of The Accidental Pervert in your city today!
ABOUT THE CREATIVES

ANDREW GOFFMAN (WRITER/PERFORMER/COMEDIAN)
Goffman began his career as a stand up comedian, playing New York City clubs including Carolines, Catch A Rising Star, The Comic Strip, Stand Up New York, Boston Comedy Club, The Comedy Cellar, Rascals and later headlining internationally including Canada's renown chain of comedy clubs, Yuk Yuks. His intense theatrical training started with mentor JoAnna Beckson, known for her specialty in teaching comedians the art of acting, as he studied with his fellow class mates Kevin James, Rock Rubin, Dave Attell and Ray Romano. Andrew made his Off-Broadway debut in the hit comedy Grandma Sylvia's Funeral, where he played in a lead role for more than a year. On the big screen, Goffman has appeared in such films as "The First Wives Club" with Beth Midler, “iMurders” with William Forsythe, and "The Stand-In" with Kelly Ripa.

CHARLES MESSINA (DIRECTOR)
Charles Messina is a NYC born and bred writer/director and one of the strongest voices on the downtown theater scene. His notable stage works include MERCURY: THE AFTERLIFE AND TIMES OF A ROCK GOD, CIRQUE JACQUELINE, and the upcoming Broadway production of A ROOM OF MY OWN. Projects in development include the musical THE WANDERER based on the life and music of Rock & Roll legend Dion, and the feature film THUNDER & LIGHTNING about the life of fighter Arturo Gatti, starring John Leguizamo. Please visit www.charlesmessina.com for more info on Charles' work.

CONTACT US

email info@TheAccidentalPervert.com
phone (888) 273-8668
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